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Laboratory evolution combined with computational enzyme design provides the oppor-
tunity to generate novel biocatalysts. Nevertheless, it has been challenging to under-
stand how laboratory evolution optimizes designer enzymes by introducing seemingly
random mutations. A typical enzyme optimized with laboratory evolution is the abio-
logical Kemp eliminase, initially designed by grafting active site residues into a natural
protein scaffold. Here, we relate the catalytic power of laboratory-evolved Kemp elimi-
nases to the statistical energy (EMaxEnt) inferred from their natural homologous sequen-
ces using the maximum entropy model. The EMaxEnt of designs generated by directed
evolution is correlated with enhanced activity and reduced stability, thus displaying a
stability-activity trade-off. In contrast, the EMaxEnt for mutants in catalytic-active remote
regions (in which remote residues are important for catalysis) is strongly anticorrelated
with the activity. These findings provide an insight into the role of protein scaffolds in
the adaption to new enzymatic functions. It also indicates that the valley in the EMaxEnt
landscape can guide enzyme design for abiological catalysis. Overall, the connection
between laboratory and natural evolution contributes to understanding what is opti-
mized in the laboratory and how new enzymatic function emerges in nature, and pro-
vides guidance for computational enzyme design.

designer enzyme j natural evolution j directed evolution j enzyme design j enzyme architecture

Enzymes exhibit remarkable catalytic power, reflecting life’s struggle for adaptation
during billions of years of evolution (1). It is challenging to generate efficient biocata-
lysts for novel chemical reactions (2, 3). Early strategies for computational enzyme
design started from calculating the relevant transition state in the gas phase, which was
then engineered into a known protein scaffold so that the active site residues may stabi-
lize the transition state (4). Such designs exhibit low catalytic efficiencies compared to
natural enzymes (5, 6). Although more consistent computational strategies that model
the mutation effects in the actual enzyme-substrate complex led to important insight,
they have not yet provided very effective designs (7–9). The absence of a robust com-
putational method for creating efficient enzymes reflects the challenge in understanding
the protein sequence-function relationship, which hinders the creation of new biocata-
lysts for industrial and biomedical purposes. Meanwhile, laboratory-directed evolution
(commonly known as directed evolution) with iterative rounds of mutation and selec-
tion process has dramatically improved the computational design’s catalytic power
(4, 10). Thus, exploring the optimization pathway of the de novo enzymes may provide
clues for producing efficient enzymes and shed light on how new enzymatic function
emerges in nature (11).
As the most studied de novo enzyme (4, 6, 12–23), Kemp eliminase was designed to

catalyze Kemp elimination that has not been known to have a natural biocatalyst (Fig.
1A) (4). The best Kemp eliminase evolved in directed evolution can accelerate the depro-
tonation of 5-nitrobenzisoxazole with a very high turnover number (12). Nevertheless,
the efficiency is still three to four orders of magnitude below the diffusion limit, and it is
unclear how to advance with rational strategies for further improvement. It is also unclear
how the catalytic power of Kemp eliminase is achieved during directed evolution, par-
tially because previous mechanistic studies only consider very few designs or mutants
(14–17, 19, 21, 23). A study covering all the Kemp eliminases is still missing and clearly
needed.
Here, we investigate reported designs (or mutants) for Kemp eliminase in a compre-

hensive way and show that their catalytic power is strongly correlated with the statisti-
cal energy (EMaxEnt) obtained from the maximum entropy (MaxEnt) model for their
natural homologs. In directed evolution, it is found the evolved mutants tend to
decrease the enzyme stability (with increasing EMaxEnt) and achieve stronger catalytic
power (Fig. 1B). The finding can be rationalized by the trade-off between enzyme
catalysis and protein stability, and the MaxEnt model appears to capture protein
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stability even for the laboratory-evolved sequences. On the
other hand, single-mutants in catalytic-active remote regions
can directly enhance Kemp elimination activity with decreasing
EMaxEnt (Fig. 1C). The results connect the emergence of new
enzymatic function to the natural evolution of the old enzyme
used as the scaffold in the design.

Results

The maximum entropy model for enzyme. To explore the pos-
sible connection between laboratory and natural evolution, we
leveraged the maximum entropy model (24) and tried to quan-
tify the probability of homologs that share the same evolution-
ary origin during natural evolution. The MaxEnt model has
enjoyed great success in predicting protein residue-residue
contact and protein fitness (25–29). For each homologous
sequence (S), the MaxEnt model considering pair-wise epistasis
specifies a statistical energy EMaxEnt Sð Þ ¼∑ihiSi þ∑i>j Jij SiSj ,
where hi and Jij are site energy and pair-wise coupling between
amino acids at two different residue sites Si and Sj , respectively.

More details of the derivation and parameterization of the
model can be found in the SI Appendix, SI Text. Shifting the
statistical energy by a constant will not affect any physics due
to the gauge invariance of the model. The probability of having
a given protein sequence follows the Boltzmann distribution
P Sð Þ ¼ e�EMaxEntðsÞ=Z , where Z ¼∑Se

�EMaxEntðsÞ is the partition
function or normalization constant. A lower EMaxEnt value for a
sequence suggests a higher probability of survival in nature and
might reflect a particular evolutionary advantage and vice versa.
Thus, the landscape described by the MaxEnt model can also
be viewed as a fitness landscape (10) that relates protein fitness
to its sequence, and sequences having lower EMaxEnt frequently
have higher fitness measured in high-throughput screening
experiments (28, 29).

Our recent study (30) of natural enzymes found that the sta-
tistical energies for mutants in and far away from the catalytic
center show strong negative correlations with enzyme activity
and stability, respectively. Such results demonstrate that differ-
ent physical properties of enzymes can be predicted from a
collection of natural homologous sequences, which go beyond
fitness predictions. In principle, other generative models in
machine learning should give consistent results. Obviously, it is
of great interest whether the above considerations can help
improve the design of artificial enzymes. Thus, we focus in this
work on Kemp eliminase and use the MaxEnt model to investi-
gate the connection between sequences produced in the labora-
tory and their natural homologs.

As the starting point for building the MaxEnt model, we col-
lected the homologs of the studied enzyme by searching
sequence databases (SI Appendix, SI Text). The initial computa-
tional designs for Kemp eliminase involve a large number of
mutations to the template (4). In particular, the KE07 series
start with 13 mutations compared to the imidazole glycerol
phosphate synthase template before performing directed evolu-
tion (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). As shown in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) entry 1THF, the template has a triose-phosphate isom-
erase (TIM) barrel fold. Interestingly, we were able to obtain
15,685 natural homologs (4,178 after down-weighting similar
sequences), using the KE07 initial design as the target sequence
in a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) search (SI Appendix,
Table S1).

The number of homologs is large enough to parameterize
the MaxEnt model, and the reproduction of constraints calcu-
lated from MSA and prediction of higher-order MSA statistics
validate the parameterization (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). The statis-
tical energy EMaxEnt was then calculated for each Kemp elimi-
nase in the KE07 series of directed evolution (4) and each
mutant in the catalytic-active remote region (31).

We also used the TIM barrel template (PDB entry: 1THF)
as the target sequence to build MSA. The statistics calculated
from the two sets of MSAs are nearly identical (SI Appendix,
Fig. S3), showing that the natural scaffold used in the KE07
initial design is critical in extracting the natural evolutionary
information here. Nearly all the mutations studied here occur
at the natural scaffold (at least in the second shell around the
substrate) (Fig. 1B and Fig. 1C) (4, 31), indicating that the dif-
ference in EMaxEnt is due to the change of properties in the nat-
ural scaffold region.

Positive correlation between EMaxEnt and Kemp elimination
activity in directed evolution. We explored whether Kemp
eliminases evolved in directed evolution have any connection
with its natural homologs by correlating catalytic efficiency for
Kemp elimination and EMaxEnt. These Kemp eliminases share
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Fig. 1. The maximum entropy model for natural sequences underlies
the laboratory evolution of Kemp eliminase. (A) Scheme of the Kemp elimi-
nation with 5-nitrobenzisoxazole as substrate. The elimination reaction
involves a catalytic base that deprotonates the carbon. In the KE07 series,
the active site contains a glutamic acid residue as the catalytic base and a
lysine residue to stabilize the negative charge of the oxygen. (B and C) The
connection between the MaxEnt model for naturally evolved sequences
and laboratory evolution of the abiological Kemp eliminase. The schematic
pictures of the landscape from the model are plotted for laboratory evolu-
tion for the KE07 series. ΔΔG≠ is the reaction barrier for different Kemp
eliminases. PDB entry used in rendering the structure is 2RKX with sub-
strate docked. (B) Directed evolution: (Left) Residues that are mutated in
the KE07 series of directed evolution are highlighted in cyan. (Right) The
EMaxEnt increases as a result of sacrificing stability in directed evolution; the
catalytic power is enhanced due to the stability-activity trade-off. (C)
Catalytic-active remote regions: (Left) Residues with experimentally gener-
ated single-mutation data are highlighted in marine. (Right) The EMaxEnt anti-
correlates with catalytic power for such regions, and optimizing the statisti-
cal energy could improve the activity of Kemp elimination.
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the same active sites and differ in the undesigned natural
scaffold region. Somewhat surprisingly, the EMaxEnt has a signif-
icant positive correlation with the catalytic power (expressed
both by log kcat=KM and log kcat) of Kemp elimination, and the
correlation values with log kcat=KM and log kcat are 0.81
(P value < 0.001, Fig. 2A) and 0.69 (P value < 0.001, Fig.
2B), respectively. [The correlation values reported in this work
are all Pearson correlation with P value from the two-tailed test
calculated using SciPy 1.0 (32).] The strong correlation is un-
expected because no known natural enzymes catalyze Kemp
elimination. Thus, it is not clear how the statistical energy that
measures sequence fitness in nature could be correlated with
the abiological Kemp elimination at first glance.
Note that the catalytic power of the KE07 designs is highly

correlated with the number of mutations relative to the initial
computational design, which is used as the target sequence to
construct MSA. Such a fact reflects how directed evolution
works, accumulating mutations with improved activity through
increasing rounds of evolution (33). One may suspect the
results shown in Fig. 2 are indirectly caused by the number of
mutations in reported designs. Nine of the 25 sequences have
five mutations compared to the initial design. Using the subda-
taset of these nine sequences, the correlation between EMaxEnt
and log kcat=KM (or log kcat) remains (SI Appendix, Fig. S4).
Such a control study suggests that the strong correlations are
not due to the number of accumulated mutations in directed
evolution.

Stability-activity trade-off in directed evolution of Kemp elim-
inase. The strong positive correlations between EMaxEnt and cat-
alytic power of Kemp eliminases connect the laboratory optimi-
zation pathway for the abiological Kemp elimination and the
natural evolution of its scaffold. Given the above finding, it is
essential to ask how the connection is established. It seems that
only a negative correlation with EMaxEnt indicates an evolution-
ary advantage of enzyme property, such as higher protein stabil-
ity or enhanced catalytic power when decreasing EMaxEnt (30).
Such a logic is quite intuitive, since it is reasonable to assume
that the lower EMaxEnt that follows Boltzmann distribution
means a higher probability of survival during evolution. How-
ever, the correlations we have found here in Fig. 2 are
all positive.
We reason that these positive correlations reflect a trade-off

between the Kemp elimination activity and the scaffold’s

property. The catalytic mechanisms of Kemp elimination and
template synthase function are unrelated, suggesting these two
functions may not directly counteract each other. For natural
enzymes studied in ref (30), we have found a negative correlation
between EMaxEnt and protein stability in the scaffold region.
Therefore, we hypothesize that the stability of KE07 designs
shows a negative correlation with EMaxEnt, and there is a stability-
activity trade-off for the newly evolved Kemp elimination
function.

Fortunately, the melting temperature (Tm) for several KE07
designs has been measured (34). The Tm quantifies protein sta-
bility; higher Tm indicates a more stable protein. In agreement
with the above hypothesis, we indeed observed a strong anticor-
relation between protein stability and catalytic power for the
laboratory-evolved designs. The correlation values between Tm
and log kcat=KM or log kcat are �0.80 (P value = 0.017, Fig.
3A) and �0.81 (P value = 0.014, Fig. 3B), respectively. Con-
sistently, EMaxEnt has a strong negative correlation with Tm a
correlation value of �0.77 (P value = 0.025, Fig. 3C), support-
ing our reasoning.

In addition to the KE07 series, several other directed evolu-
tion experiments exist for Kemp elimination. For the KE59
and HG series, we were able to get at least seven designs with
biochemical data to check the correlation between EMaxEnt and
catalytic power. The KE59 series starts from imidazole glycerol
phosphate synthase as template (4), while the template of
HG-directed evolution is a xylanase (35). Similarly, the correla-
tions are positive and strong for both the KE59 and the HG
series. For the KE59 series, the correlation values between
EMaxEnt and log kcat=KM and log kcat are, respectively, 0.85
(P value = 0.0072) and 0.80 (P value = 0.058) (SI Appendix,
Fig. S5). The corresponding correlation values for the HG
series are 0.96 (P value < 0.001) and 0.95 (P value = 0.003)
(SI Appendix, Fig. S6), respectively. For the HG series, we also
found Tm values for five designs, and the stability-activity
trade-off also applies (SI Appendix, Fig. S7).

Although the contribution of some second-shell mutations
around the substrate may be rationalized, the role of the major-
ity of mutations introduced in the KE07 series remains elusive
(34). The stability-activity trade-off (36–38) emerges in the
directed evolution path of this designer enzyme. That is, indi-
vidual mutation may not contribute significantly to the stabil-
ity; their combination shows a clear destabilizing trend with
increasing activity, as revealed here. Recent studies of other

A B

Fig. 2. The maximum entropy model for natural sequences is correlated with the catalytic power of designs in directed evolution. Strong positive correla-
tions between EMaxEnt and logkcat=KM (A) and logkcat (B) for the KE07-directed evolution are shown with the least-squares regression lines included. Each dot
represents a design with a larger dot size indicating later rounds in directed evolution. We shifted EMaxEnt by a constant so that the initial design has a zero value.
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enzymes also highlighted the importance of destabilization in
enhancing biocatalysis in directed evolution (39).
At present, the underlying molecular mechanism is still not

clear. It is obviously unlikely that any destabilization mutation
will increase the activity. There may be insufficient constraints
(or evolution time) in directed evolution to maintain stability.
Perhaps the fastest way to increase a new activity involves destabi-
lization of the scaffold evolved for the old function, and increases
preorganization of the active site region to accommodate the new
reaction. More information on unseen intermediates that connect
reported designs could help to understand why a particular muta-
tion is picked up in directed evolution. Previous studies also dem-
onstrated the emergence of new active site configurations in evolv-
ing the KE07 series (18). Connecting our findings to the
conformational plasticity of protein at the molecular level would
also be exciting.
It is important to note that theoretical studies found that the

folding energy pays for the preorganization of the active site
residues which is used for transition state stabilization in natu-
ral enzymes, which explains the trade-off (40). In the case of
the KE07 series, it was found that the catalysis in these artificial
enzymes is due to ground state destabilization by excluding
internal water molecules (6, 14). This theoretical finding is con-
sistent with the observed correlation here.

Negative correlation between EMaxEnt and Kemp elimination
activity in catalytic-active remote regions. Besides directed
evolution, Kemp eliminase has been recently studied, focusing
on the remote region that shows coupled conformational
dynamics with active site residues (31). The residues were iden-
tified based on the mutual information of residue dynamics in
molecular simulation. For the best-evolved KE07 design, such
residues were shown to be important for enzyme catalysis
by single-site mutagenesis (31). Therefore, we term them
“catalytic-active remote regions.” The majority of such residues
are in the protein loop region distal from the active site (Fig. 1C).
Surprisingly, EMaxEnt strongly anticorrelates with log kcat=KM and
log kcat with correlation values of �0.88 (P value < 0.001) and
�0.89 (P value < 0.001), respectively (Fig. 4). Using the correla-
tion to improve enzyme catalysis can be done in a similar way to
what we have proposed for natural enzymes by optimizing
EMaxEnt in the landscape (Fig. 1C) (supporting information in
ref (30)).

The strong negative correlation discussed above argues for
the importance of remote loop regions in enzyme catalysis from
an evolutionary perspective, along with increasingly experimen-
tal evidence (41, 42). In the case of the KE07 template, TIM
barrel, the loops can close to exclude water molecules and thus
tune the electrostatics within the barrel where the chemical

A CB

Fig. 3. Enzyme catalytic power and stability trade-off in directed evolution of designer enzyme. (A and B) Strong negative correlations between protein
stability quantified by melting temperature (Tm) and enzyme catalytic power expressed by logkcat=KM (A) and logkcat (B) for the KE07-directed evolution.
(C) A strong negative correlation between Tm and EMaxEnt. The EMaxEnt is the same as that in Fig. 2 for the same mutant.

A B

Fig. 4. The maximum entropy model for natural sequences is anticorrelated with the catalytic power of mutants in catalytic-active remote regions. Strong
negative correlations between EMaxEnt and logkcat=KM (A) and logkcat (B) for the catalytic-active remote region are shown with the least-squares regression
lines included. Each dot represents one single mutation. We shifted EMaxEnt by a constant so that the best-evolved design has a zero value.
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reaction happens (41). Such a mechanism seems insensitive to
the reaction type and thus can be inherited by the abiological
Kemp elimination. Interestingly, previous studies emphasized
the shifting of a substate population when evolving new enzyme
functions (43, 44). In contrast, our finding suggests that some
conformational flexibility of protein scaffold can be shared among
various biocatalytic reactions.
In addition, the Kemp elimination activity of active site

mutants does not correlate with the EMaxEnt (SI Appendix, Fig.
S8), which is expected considering that the natural evolution of
active sites is for the template function instead of the Kemp elimi-
nation. Note that the correlation between catalytic power and
EMaxEnt for the whole enzyme scaffold far away from the substrate
is not strong in general for natural enzymes (30). The strong neg-
ative correlation shown in Fig. 4 suggests that the enzyme scaffold
can be classified into more refined categories in terms of the
evolution-biocatalysis relationship. In particular, the flexible loop
regions with conformational dynamics coupled with active sites
may stand out compared to other scaffold regions.

Discussion

Current laboratory evolution procedures only access a tiny frac-
tion of sequence space to achieve an impressive performance. It
has been a major conceptual challenge in directed evolution to
relate or predict enzyme evolution behavior in the laboratory
with natural evolution (45, 46). The strong correlations found
in this work indicate that there are indeed such connections
between the laboratory and natural evolution, which can be
used to prioritize sequence space and design better mutation
libraries to reduce the time and effort in laboratory evolution
or experimental validation. The positive correlations between
EMaxEnt and activity we found for directed evolution datasets
suggest a stability-activity trade-off. Here, the MaxEnt model
can be used to predict the stability of designs when mutations
occur at the natural scaffold region, which helps to suggest
mutations to tune the stability to enhance evolvability (47).
The negative EMaxEnt-activity correlation for the catalytic-active
remote regions can be straightforwardly used to improve activity,
similar to what we have suggested for improving natural enzymes
(30). The suggested mutations may be further screened by other
approaches, e.g., QM/MM-EVB (quantum mechanics/molecular
mechanics-empirical valance bond) calculation (6, 40).
Although the current study is closely related to our previous

work on natural enzymes (30), their scopes are quite different.
For natural enzymes we have studied, the evolutionary informa-
tion of the enzyme catalytic center and the enzyme scaffold (or
surface) is correlated with enzyme activity and stability, respec-
tively (30). It is unclear whether the sequence entropy of the
natural enzyme scaffold is informative for a new function when
assembled with designed active sites. To address this question,
we examined designs from laboratory evolution for the abiolog-
ical Kemp eliminase. The different Kemp eliminases share iden-
tical active sites while mutating the natural enzyme scaffold. It
turns out that the stability of such de novo designs can still be
captured by natural evolution, consistent with our findings for
natural enzymes (30). Meanwhile, the evolutionary information
for catalytic-active remote regions is correlated with new
enzyme activity, and we hypothesize that the negative correla-
tion is not very sensitive to the type of enzymatic reaction. This

can be tested experimentally by checking the same mutations
for the imidazole glycerol phosphate synthase from which the
natural scaffold is obtained. In contrast, the natural evolution of
active sites only reflects the natural synthase activity instead of
the designed Kemp elimination, which is indicated in our previ-
ous work (30) and confirmed here (SI Appendix, Fig. S8).

By distilling information from natural sequences, we hope to
discover new biophysical and biochemical rules of enzymes. Our
results suggest that enzymes can be dissected into several parts
mainly shaped by different evolutionary pressures. As for now,
we may have identified three modules, including the active center
and catalytic-active remote regions, which are mainly shaped by
enzyme efficiency, and other enzyme scaffolds, which are respon-
sible for a stable enzyme. We anticipate that residues interacting
with another domain or protein will form a different module
influenced by the strength of the protein-protein interaction.
Further studies will be needed to examine the generalization of
these findings across all known enzymes. Moreover, our work
echoes Tawfik’s efforts to apprehend natural evolution from pro-
tein engineering (48, 49).

Adopting machine learning to laboratory evolution is prom-
ising. Supervised learning on a few measured mutants can pro-
vide useful models in improving protein properties (50, 51).
In particular, evolutionary information can assist this process
for natural functions, including enzyme activity (51). Besides,
the consensus design using MSA has been employed to prepare
mutation libraries in directed evolution to increase protein sta-
bility (47). Here, our work establishes a quantitative connec-
tion between the laboratory evolution of a designer enzyme
and the natural evolution of its homologs with the MaxEnt
model.

In summary, our findings connect the laboratory evolution
of an abiological enzyme function to natural evolution, contrib-
ute to the understanding of the emergence of new enzyme func-
tions, and provide fresh perspectives for utilizing the enormous
natural sequences for guiding enzyme design. Besides, the corre-
lations between the MaxEnt model and enzyme properties
show evolutionary evidence of how the protein scaffold plays a
role in biocatalysis. One implication might be that enzyme scaf-
fold is still broadly adopted when evolved to a new function,
supporting the hypothesis (52) that modularity promotes func-
tional innovation of enzyme. It is also likely that the valley in
the EMaxEnt landscape (Fig. 1) provides a direction that can
guide further mutations. Overall, the perspective from the land-
scape quantified by the MaxEnt model (or other generative
machine learning models) could fill the considerable gaps in the
protein sequence-function relationship, which is an essential step
toward truly rational protein engineering.

Data Availability. The code for parameterizing the Maximum Entropy Model
for Enzyme is available at https://github.com/Wenjun-Xie/MEME. The data and
other code are available at https://github.com/Wenjun-Xie/Kemp_eliminase,
including collected experimental data, multiple sequence alignments, and a
jupyter-notebook for a step-by-step guide to reproduce the figures in the
main text.
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